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Figure 1: Left: Three models created by two artists in real-time collaboration. For each face, colors from green to blue indicate which per-
centage of edits is performed by each artist, e.g. blue for user A, green for user B, cyan for both. Right: Complex model edited collaboratively
starting from a large initial mesh, showing the system scalability.

Abstract
Current modeling packages have polished interfaces for editing
polygonal meshes, where artists work individually on each mesh.
A variety of recent cloud-based services have shown the benefits of
editing documents in real-time collaboration with others. In this pa-
per, we present a system for collaborative editing of low-polygonal
and subdivision mesh models. We cast collaborative editing as a
special instance of distributed version control. We support concur-
rent editing by robustly sharing and merging mesh version histories
in real-time. We store and transmit mesh differences efficiently by
encoding them as sequences of primitive editing operations. We
enable collaboration by merging and detecting conflicts. We extend
this model letting artists adapt others’ editing histories by retarget-
ing sequences of editing operations to new parts of the mesh with
potentially different topology. We tested our algorithms by editing
meshes with up to thousand edits, in collaborative editing sessions
lasting a few hours, and by retargeting sequences of several hundred
edits. We found the proposed system to be reliable, fast and scaling
well with mesh complexity. We demonstrate that our merge algo-
rithm is more robust than prior work. We further validated the pro-
posed collaborative workflow with a user study where MeshHisto
was consistently preferred over other alternatives for collaborative
workflows.
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1 Introduction

Collaborative Polygonal Modeling. Interactive polygonal model-
ing is a fundamental aspect of 3D content creation. In this paper,
we focus on modeling workflows for low-polygonal and subdivi-
sion models. These workflows are comprised of three main oper-
ation types: selections, geometry-changing operations (e.g. vertex
moves) and topology-changing operations (e.g. extrusions, loop
cuts, etc.). 3D modeling packages have very polished interfaces for
these types of workflows. But, to the best of our knowledge, in
current workflows it is assumed that artists work alone.

In this paper, we investigate algorithms to support real-time col-
laboration when editing polygonal models. Cloud-based services,
such as Google Docs [Google 2014], have ushered an era of collab-
oration on document editing. These collaborative systems work by
transmitting document differences and merging them in real-time.
Similar ideas have been extended to more structured editing tasks,
such as code [Ginosar et al. 2013]. In these cases though, ensur-
ing that the edited document remains consistent is a major concern.
For example, it was found that in real-time collaborative code edit-
ing, it is important that the code compiles before syncing. Similar
concerns arise in polygonal modeling, where one has to ensure that
topology-changing operations maintain the mesh consistent. These
constraints make the semantic of 3D models a fundamental aspect
to maintain during collaborative editing. While for text editing most
of the standard algorithms still make use of line-by-line diffing and
merging [Chacon 2009], not considering the whole structure of the
document, this cannot be adopted for polygonal modeling, as they
would not ensure the consistency of the mesh.

Our goals for collaborative mesh editing are (1) that artists’ edits
are faithfully maintained, (2) that collaboration is interactive and
scales well to large models allowing artists to see each others’ edits
in real-time, (3) that concurrent edits are merged robustly to ensure
that mesh adjacency remains consistent, and (4) that the system is
reliable against network failures and users participation in the col-
laboration.

MeshHisto. To achieve all these goals, we cast collaborative mesh
editing as an instance of distributed version control. We support
concurrent editing by robustly sharing and merging mesh version
histories in real-time. We efficiently encode version histories by
representing mesh edits as sequences of primitive editing opera-
tions. Multiple artists collaborate by continuously merging their
editing histories using distributed version control. We efficiently



merge two mesh versions by applying editing operations to their
common ancestor. If conflicts arise during a merge, we let the
user choose whether to solve conflicts automatically by dropping
conflicting operations at each merge, whether to manually choose
which operations to drop, or whether to use an external tool such as
a 3D editor. Fig. 1 shows models created by two artists in real-time
collaboration using our prototype implementation.

In our approach artists’ edits are faithfully maintained since, by def-
inition, the merged models are the results of the artists’ operations.
To obtain interactivity and scalability, we compute mesh differences
by instrumenting the editing interface, like Google Docs. This pro-
vides fast and conservative mesh diffs than can be merged in real-
time. This is different from algorithms such as MeshGit [Denning
and Pellacini 2013] that approximately computes mesh diffs offline,
but can take up to minutes, as shown in one of the models tested in
our comparison (Table 1). This approach would never lead to real-
time collaboration. Furthermore, our diffs are precise in way that
they can be merged while ensuring that meshes remain consistent
during editing and that conflicts remain minimal. Finally, by adopt-
ing a distributed design similar to Git [Chacon 2009], our collabo-
ration model enables reliable communication between artists.

We also present an extension to our collaborative formulation where
artists adapt others editing histories by retargeting sequences of
editing operations to new parts of the mesh. The result of a se-
quence of operations is defined by the initial selection they are ap-
plied to and by the operations themselves. We adapt such sequence
to different parts of the model by letting users specify a correspon-
dence, i.e. a mapping, between the mesh elements of the original
selection and the ones of new selection. We apply the operations
by propagating the mapping along the editing sequence. Sequences
can be adapted to selections with different topology with many-to-
many mappings.

Results and Contributions. We tested our algorithms by imple-
menting a prototype collaborative editor that supports editing op-
erations similar to Blender [Blender 2014]. Fig. 1 shows example
models created with our collaborative tool. A screencast of a collab-
orative modeling session is included in the supplemental video. We
edited meshes with roughly thousand edits, excluding selections,
in models with up to 160 thousand faces, in collaborative editing
sessions lasting up to a few hours. Synchronization between users
happened on average every half a second, fast enough for real-time
feedback. During syncing our merge algorithm always took less
than 0.05 seconds, a negligible time compared to a typical user ac-
tion. We tested retargeting on sequences of up to 130 operations on
a variety of selections. We found the proposed algorithms to be reli-
able, never creating any unexpected mesh modifications and scaling
well in terms of speed through the modeling session. We include
in the supplemental material all source code for this project so that
readers can validate our claims and check the implementation of
our system.

We validated the accuracy of the proposed merge algorithm by
merging longer editing sequences with conflicts. We found that
MeshHisto drops significantly less edits compared to prior work,
namely MeshGit [Denning and Pellacini 2013], if the user chooses
to use it. Furthermore, we found that our algorithm never creates
artifacts in the final mesh. We validate the overall collaborative
editing workflow by running a user study with 12 3D artists. In
such study we found that MeshHisto was consistently rated to be
the preferred method of collaboration.

The distributed version control model that is at the base of our work
is made possible by four main technical contributions:

• a representation of mesh version histories based on editing
primitives that is efficient while retaining enough semantic to

support merging and retargeting;
• a robust and efficient algorithm to merge mesh version histo-

ries;
• a retargeting algorithm to adapt edits to new regions;
• a system design that casts collaboration as asynchronous ver-

sion control to improve robustness and scalability.

2 Related Work

Collaborative Scene Editing. To the best of our knowledge,
Clara.io [Clara.io 2014] is the only collaborative 3D editor under
development. In our testing we found that when multiple users
work on different scene assets, the edits are applied reliably. But
when two users edit the same mesh, the system becomes fragile.
Edited meshes either diverge between users or edits are ignored too
conservatively. While we do not know what specific algorithm is
used, our tests suggest that Clara.io does not have a robust model to
merge edits between users, when performed on the same asset. In
comparison, we propose to use a merge algorithm with guaranteed
robustness.

Mesh Version Control. While text version control is well estab-
lished, version control for 3D scenes is still in its infancy. [Doboš
and Steed 2012] presents a scene-wide version control where each
asset is handled as a whole. This model would not support collab-
oration when editing regions of a single model. [Denning and Pel-
lacini 2013] presents an approximate algorithm to diff and merge
polygonal meshes. While this algorithm works well for offline ap-
plications, it scales very poorly with mesh complexity, taking up
to minutes for the meshes tested in this paper. Furthermore, given
its approximate nature, this algorithm will often compute too large
diffs, deleting operations that could be applied instead. We instead
propose a precise and scalable merging formulation with running
times well below a tenth of a second, allowing for realtime feed-
back while modeling. We provide a direct comparison with [Den-
ning and Pellacini 2013] in Sec. 4.

Non-Conservative Merging. Other approaches provide softer
merging that remeshes local regions. For example, [Schmidt and
Singh 2010] allows the user to select mesh parts and drag them
to a new location or model. Then, it automatically fills holes and
deforms the original mesh to adapt it to the copied one. [Biermann
et al. 2002] describes a parametrization approach for the same prob-
lem. The model part selected for merging and the target surface
are both analyzed. Features concerning surface representation and
the details of the part are extracted and merged. We take a differ-
ent approach that always respects artists’ intentions. Our merged
model contains modifications created only by artists, marking con-
flicts when those changes interact in an inconsistent fashion.

Editing Histories. [Denning et al. 2011] records a mesh edit-
ing history by storing the parameters of all user interface opera-
tions extracted by software instrumentation. [Grossman et al. 2010]
presents a system for exploring and playback histories of image
editing. [Guerrero et al. 2014] proposes a method for edit propaga-
tion in 2D scenes based on geometric relationships between shapes.
[Chen et al. 2011] introduces a nonlinear revision control system for
images that stores user interface operations in a DAG of versions.
While using user interface operations is efficient, it links the ver-
sion control system and merge algorithm to the specific software
used. We store a mesh version history as a DAG of low-level and
software-independent editing operations, that are efficient to store,
robust to merge and retarget and allow multiple software packages
to participate in the collaboration.

Editing histories can be used to automatically generate tutorials as
shown in [Denning et al. 2011] and [Chen et al. 2014] for meshes.
[Kong et al. 2012] uses tutorials for images, built from edit histo-
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Figure 2: Example of the directed acyclic graph of mesh versions
maintained by our version control system. Each node in the graph
corresponds to a mesh version. In this example, we have two
branches, generated from an ancestor, that are merged after few
edits. Each version is encoded as a sequence of primitive editing
operations (geometric or topological). When no conflicts occur, the
merged version contains all operations.

ries, for visualizing them and quickly compare, allowing users to
choose which tutorial fits best his or hers needs and abilities. To
avoid instrumenting software, some approaches reconstruct editing
histories from examples. [Doboš et al. 2014] takes a set of mod-
els and recovers the asset-by-asset editing history by analyzing the
changes of each asset during time. In [Hu et al. 2013] an image edit
history is reverse-engineered from pixel-level differences. While
there are useful applications for these reconstructed histories, we
are solving a different problem since we are interactively and col-
laboratively constructing the history itself.

Non-Polygonal Collaborative Modeling. There are other man-
ners of collaborative modeling that are useful in different contexts.
[Matejka et al. 2009] uses crowdsourcing to select the best data to
choose for AutoCAD. [Talton et al. 2009] selects the parameters
of models using crowdsourcing.In [Kelly and Wonka 2011] is pre-
sented a system for procedural modeling of buildings. There are
many works that extract parametric models from large databases,
e.g. [Kalogerakis et al. 2012]. Compared to these works, we focus
on collaborative editing, rather than extracting models from collec-
tions.

3 Collaborative Mesh Editing by Sharing and
Merging Editing Histories

Our collaborative editing workflows rely on a version control sys-
tem for mesh modeling. The three main concerns that are addressed
by version control are the efficient storage of multiple versions,
their merge and a model for handling multiple branches and their
synchronization between machines.

Distributed Version Control. To solve the latter concern, we adopt
a distributed version control model similar to Git [Chacon 2009].
We maintain a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) of all versions of a
model. Nodes in the DAG correspond to the model versions. Edges
in the graph connect each version to the ones it was created from,
i.e. its parents. Versions are stored efficiently by memorizing the
differences between themselves and their parents. We maintain a
DAG since it explicitly supports branching and merging. A mesh
version has more than one parent if multiple changes, typically from
different users, are merged into it. A version has more than one
child if it is the origin of different branches, i.e. different sequences
of versions of the model. Fig. 2 shows an example DAG for a few
edits.

Primitive Editing Operations. When thousands of operations are

applied to a single model, an efficient encoding is necessary for
scalability. We propose to encode mesh differences using sequences
of primitive mesh editing operations, similar to Euler operations,
that are efficient to store, robust to merge, meaningful to retarget,
and independent of the specific software package used for editing.
We define operations that work on sets of adjacent mesh elements,
rather than single elements. We use the term element to indicate
faces, edges and vertices. Working on sets reduces the number of
operations, e.g. one set deletion is equivalent to a set of deletions
of single elements. More importantly, defining operations on sets
allows us to reduce conflicts, as shown in Fig. 3, and to maintain the
operations’ behavior with respect to adjacency during retargeting,
as we will discuss later. For each operation OA

i , where A indicates
the branch and i the mesh version, we store the operation type and
the elements it acted on, corresponding to the selection SA

i prior to
the operation. For geometry changing operations GA

i = {SA
i , p},

we store its parameters p, e.g. translation vectors. For topology
changing operations, we also store the elements that the operation
creates or deletes, i.e. TA

i = {SA
i , DelAi , AddAi }. We encode op-

erations by assigning identifiers for each mesh element. The identi-
fiers are unique in the whole history. In our implementation, prim-
itive editing operations and mesh element identifiers are computed
directly in the user interface. So the version n in the branch A is
defined by the operation sequence HA = [OA

1 , O
A
i+1, ..., O

A
n ].

We introduce the following operations: (1) collapse and split of
sets of faces and edges, (2) split of rings of faces and edges, (3)
add and delete of faces, edges and vertices, (4) copy of faces, edges
and vertices, and (5) add faces to border. All operations are defined
over sets of adjacent elements, with the exception of edge rings.
The adjacency of mesh elements is maintained consistent for each
mesh operation. The copy and add-faces-to-border operations, the
latter of which is inspired by CGAL, are used to retarget extrusions.

Merge Algorithm: Computing Merged Mesh. Merging two ver-
sions of a mesh, corresponding to two separate branches, is at the
base of collaborative workflows. We consider only merges where
the operations applied are the ones performed by the artists, to en-
sure that their intentions are respected. We don’t apply any remesh-
ing or attempt to adapt conflicting operations to the model. For
these reasons we define our method conservative. We define a
merge as the application on the mesh of the editing operations con-
tained in the two branches, starting from their ancestor, i.e. the
most recent version in the history DAG that is common between
the branches.

Encoding mesh versions as sets of editing operations leads to a
simple merging algorithm. Given two versions, corresponding
to two branches, we find the first common ancestor, e.g.: the
(i − 1)-th version, by walking the graph from such versions to-
wards the root. Once found, we compute two sequences HA =
[OA

i , O
A
i+1, ..., O

A
n ] and HB = [OB

i , OB
i+1, ..., O

B
m] of editing op-

erations corresponding to the sorted operations in each branch. We
define SA =

⋃
i S

A
i and SB =

⋃
i S

B
i the sets of all selected el-

ements of the mesh for two editing history. If the operations in the
two sequences act on different elements of mesh, i.e. SA∩SB = ∅,
merging is equivalent to applying both lists of editing operations to
the ancestor mesh. Said in another way, the merge is a mesh version
that contains all operations in both branches HA∪HB , as in Fig. 2.

Merge Algorithm: Conflict Detection. A conflict occurs if the
same elements of the mesh are modified in adjacency or geometry
in two different branches. Detecting conflicts makes collaborative
editing possible, since no unexpected mesh modifications are ap-
plied. Detecting conflicts too conservatively though, would hinder
collaborative work since users would be blocked too often. We
propose a precise conflict detection algorithm for editing operation
histories. Fig. 3 shows examples of conflicts and their resolution in
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Figure 3: Left: Example of merging conflicted operations. We detect direct conflicts (indicated in red) between two operations by checking
the intersection between selected elements of one and deleted elements of the other. In this case, the extrusion made by User A is in conflict
with the loopcut made by User B. Indirect conflicts, indicated as black lines, are computed by propagating direct conflicts to operations
that depend on components created by the directly conflicted ones. Conflicts are solved by applying all non-conflicted operations first. For
conflicted operations, a branch is selected to be faithfully maintained, in this case User A. All conflicted edits in the selected branch are
applied, while all conflicted edits in the other branch are disabled. Right: merge by low-level operations [Denning and Pellacini 2013].

mesh editing.

Now we derive a formal definition of conflicts. Let’s define
DelA =

⋃
i DelAi as the set of deletions of OA =

⋃
i O

A
i in the

editing history HA. Similarly we define GeoA =
⋃

i GeoAi as the
subset containing geometrical operations. An operation is then in
direct conflict with another if is applied to a selection that contains
elements deleted or modified in the other branch. More formally:

SA
l ∩

(
DelB ∪GeoB

)
6= ∅ ∨ SB

k ∩
(
DelA ∪GeoA

)
6= ∅ (1)

A direct conflict is detected if there exists an index l for which the
left term of Equation 1 holds, or an index k for the right term.
From the intersection above, we can model the sets of all operations
found to be in conflict as CA =

⋃
l O

A
l and CB =

⋃
k O

B
k . In

Equation 1 we didn’t consider Add operations since they can’t lead
to a direct conflict in the merged mesh. Although Add operations
can be applied on a mesh element that is deleted on the other branch.
To avoid this, we define indirect conflicts as the set of all operations
depending on the operations in direct conflict.

AddAl ∩ SA
t 6= ∅, with l < t (2)

where AddAl ∈ CA and SA
t are selections in the history HA. We

recursively detect indirect conflicts on CA and CB until Equation 2
no longer holds.

Direct and indirect conflicts together list the minimal but complete
set of conflicts in a merge. Fig. 3 shows a conflict with dependent
operations. Note that in each branch, operations applied after the
conflicting ones are preserved even if they occur on the same region
of the mesh. Moreover, mesh adjacencies are kept in a consistent
state after conflict resolution.

Adopting a conflict detection approach based only on elements’
adds and deletions, as done in the literature ([Denning and Pellacini
2013]), would produce a larger number of unneeded conflicts. For
example, the merge in Fig. 3 would fail entirely, since the entire
front of the mesh would have been in conflict. Besides being ef-
ficient, this precision in detecting conflicts is the main benefit of
merging editing operations rather than the resulting mesh elements.

Merge Algorithm: Implementation. We detect conflicts by imple-
menting the definition of direct and indirect conflicting operations.
We first compute direct conflicts by Equation 1 for all branches and
then propagate the indirect conflict on the same branch by Equa-
tion 2. Operations not in conflict are applied automatically. The

order of application is irrelevant: for our definition of conflicting
operation, two non-conflicting operations act on disjointed sets of
components, so the result of their application is commutative. For
this reason, the non-conflicting operations are applied simply fol-
lowing the ordering they have in the two sequences HA and HB

considered during the merge. Conflicts are resolved by choosing
a “preferred” branch, whose conflicting operations will be main-
tained, while the corresponding ones on the other branch will be
disabled, rather than deleted. As we will discuss below, we choose
the “master” branch to maintain operations since this is the cur-
rently agreed-upon version. As in all distributed version control
system, disabled operations are never removed entirely from the
history, to give the ability of arbitrarily modify the history at any
time, for example for non-linear undos. Rather than just enforcing
our algorithm for conflict resolution, our system allows the users to
select one of three different methods to resolve conflicts:

1) Auto-syncing: the method previously explained, where the
conflicts are automatically resolved choosing the master
branch as the “preferred” one.

2) Manual merge: in this mode, whenever a conflict occurs, the
user workflow is stopped while the artist is presented with an
interface, showed in supplemental, that lets him/her choose

Branch A

Master
Branch

Branch B

Merge-From

ScaleExtrusion

Ancestor

Loopcut

Merge-To

Merge-From Merge-From

Merge-From

Merge-To

Figure 4: Configuration of the DAG used for real-time collabora-
tion. A master branch keeps the agreed-upon version of the model.
Individual users work on their own branches and sync between each
other by merging to and from the master branch. We automatically
create mesh versions for each user’s edit and automatically initiate
merges a couple of times a second. If a conflict occurs, the master
branch’s operations are selected to be maintained.



Models Operations Repository Performance

Model Faces Time Edits Selection User A User B Merges Conflicts Primitive Size Init Size Meshgit Meshhisto

Spaceship 1280 2h:10m 657 617 49% 51% 692 2 807 0.7 MB - 0.184s 0.003s
Velociraptor 1318 2h:30m 1624 1561 51% 49% 1775 10 1824 1.4 MB - 0.189s 0.007s
Motorbike 1650 3h:00m 1446 1386 54% 46% 1568 2 1704 1.6 MB - 0.298s 0.007s

Creature 6004 1h:30m 524 513 60% 40% 586 - 597 0.5 MB 1.4 MB 2.026s 0.041s
Woman 14741 1h:00m 556 535 47% 53% 595 - 671 0.7 MB 3.5 MB 5.182s 0.005s
Shuttle 168477 0h:30m 303 285 41% 59% 373 - 373 1.2 MB 41.6 MB 63.266s 0.003s

Table 1: Statistics of our collaborative modeling sessions. The top group of models were created from scratch, while the bottom group was
edited from an existing mesh.

how to solve the conflict. The user has three choices: keep the
version on his/hers branch, discarding all edits coming from
the master branch (both conflicting and non-conflicting); the
opposite approach, accepting the master branch’s version, and
disabling all the local edits; apply our merge algorithm.

3) Manual resolving: the user can directly modify the mesh us-
ing any external 3D editor, and then accept that version as the
merged one.

As showed in Fig. 8, the most preferred method by the users that
participated in our user study was the auto-syncing one.

4 Results

Real-time Collaborative Editing. In a version control model, mul-
tiple users can concurrently edit a mesh by working on their own in-
dividual branches. Collaboration is established by sharing a “mas-
ter” branch that maintains the agreed upon version of the model.
A user’s work is shared by merging to the master branch, while
others’ work is received by merging from the master. This process
is implemented akin to Git, i.e.: as a fetch-merge-push loop. In
this collaborative model, artists work asynchronously on the mesh,
relying on the robustness and efficiency of the merge algorithm to
incorporate each others’ changes. A short sequence of collaborative
edits are shown in Fig. 4. In our prototype implementation, we sup-
port real-time collaboration by configuring the version control sys-
tem appropriately. We automatically store mesh versions in a user
branch for each user interface operation. Current users selections
are not directly synched: this could be used to obtain a ”cursor” vi-
sualization like GoogleDocs. This could be implemented by creat-
ing an independent branch that synchs current users selections and
displays them directly. This small granularity ensures the fastest
possible feedback of each others’ work. Note that each user inter-
face operation corresponds to more than one primitive mesh editing
operation. For example, an extrusion corresponds to the deletion of
the internal faces of the selected region, the addition of new faces
to the border of the selection and the copy of the initial region as
cap of the extruded border.

To share work with others, we automatically initiate merges to and
from the master branch a couple of times each second, fast enough
to sync artists for all edits. We do so asynchronously to avoid lock-
ing of the model during editing. We achieve fast speed by hav-
ing the editor itself encoding mesh differences directly as list of
editing primitives, rather than invoking offline diff algorithms like
[Denning and Pellacini 2013]. This is akin to how Google Docs
transmits document differences, rather than entire files each time a
document is edited.

Prototype Implementation. We implemented a prototype inter-
face that supports the majority of the mesh editing operations in
Blender. Mesh geometry is modified by linear operations, namely
translations, scalings and rotations, implemented with gizmos. We

modify mesh topology with a variety of tools, including extrusions
(of sets of edges or faces, per-region or per-face), loop cuts, col-
lapses (edges and faces), and additions and deletions of sets of ele-
ments. We chose these operations since they cover most modeling
tasks, as shown in [Denning et al. 2011].

Implementation Details. Our prototype editor is a single-threaded
unoptimized C++ application. All mesh operations use native C++
data structures, rather than specialized ones. The storage and re-
trieval of mesh versions is handled by a version control backend
that uses files sharing over a local network without applying any
low-level compression to achieve the best possible speed.

Models. We used our interface to collaboratively model a variety
of meshes. We chose both organic and man-made shapes, modeled
using different techniques. Table 1 shows the statistics of the edited
models. We created three models, shown in Fig. 5, with up to 16
hundred faces in between 2 and 3 hours. To test the scalability of
our system, we edited existing models, shown in Fig. 6, of increas-
ing complexity (6, 14 and 168 thousand faces) for roughly one hour,
on average. The supplemental video shows two artists as they col-
laboratively model the spaceship, joined by a third artist for part of
the modeling session.

Editing Histories. The models in Fig. 5 were created with between
1274 and 3185 operations. We edited the existing meshes for 588
to 1091 operations. Of all operations, roughly 49% are selections.
During modeling, users performed roughly the same number of op-
erations each. We automatically performed merges roughly every
half a second, corresponding to 1.79 edits per merge, on average.
This means that during collaboration, users can see each other ed-
its very frequently and that the models do not diverge significantly
between the users while editing.

Editing Histories: Collaboration Observations. The amount
that each user worked on each mesh region is shown with colors in
all collaborative images: green for user A, blue for user B and col-
ors in between for both, interpolated based on the amount of edits
per user. During modeling, users talked sporadically, only indicat-
ing which general mesh feature they were working on and made no
explicit attempts to avoid conflicts. This resulted in users working
on the same regions of a model often, overlapping mostly during the
initial modeling phase, since the low number of faces makes this oc-
currence more likely. Also note that operations like loopcuts work
on large parts of the model, resulting in overlapping edits. During
all modeling sessions, users could see each others edits reliably and
merges happened interactively, without user intervention, just like
Google Docs. This workflow would have been possible with any
existing software. Furthermore, our prototype supports any number
of users, that can freely join and disconnect. This is shown in the
supplemental video.

Editing Histories: Conflicts. A measure of whether collaboration
is effective is the number of conflicts, which was relatively small



Figure 5: Summary of the editing histories for models created in real-collaboration between two users. Colors encode the percentage of edits
for each user, i.e. blue for user A, green for user B, cyan for both.

(up to 10). Given that we made no explicit attempt to avoid con-
flicts, we believe that this comes from three main reasons. First,
we merge so frequently that the mesh does not diverge significantly
between edits. Second, users can see others’ edits in real-time, and
can naturally work on different model areas (similarly to Google
Docs). Third, our merge algorithm is optimal in the sense that it
reports the minimal number of possible conflicts (see an example
in Fig. 3). These observations suggest that performance and merge
quality are crucial in collaborative modeling. There are two aspects
of performance to consider: repository size and merge speed.

Repository Size. Our repository stores the whole history of a
model, following the same distributed system design as Git. We
store roughly 16% more operations than the user edits, since our
encoding is software independent. This is still less than the num-
ber of single element operations, by roughly 75%, since we work
on sets. Even with this large number of operations, the repositories
remain small, reaching between 0.5 and 1.6 MBs for all the editing
operations. For the editing of existing models, most of the repos-
itory space is taken by the size of the original model. This shows
the efficiency of the representation we use to store mesh diffs, that
still remains software independent.

Merge Performance. Our merge algorithm executes in less than
0.05 seconds, independently from the size of the model: the time is
less than what is takes a user to perform a single edit. This makes
collaboration very smooth since the overhead for the collaborative
component is negligible. This in turn allow real-time feedback of
users edits to one another.

Robustness Observations. Overall, the prototype was very re-
liable. The merge algorithm robustly handled merges and con-
flicts. We found that merges and conflict resolutions were “intu-
itive” for users. During merges, users’ intentions were respected.
During conflict resolution, the disabled operations were easy to spot
and adjust for, especially considering that conflicts were relatively
rare. The merge algorithm was not overly-conservative, lowering
the number of conflicts to the minimum, which in turn makes col-
laboration reliable. The main advantage of a distributed system is
that our prototype works locally, using the network only to sync
edits between users. We tested this by simulating network failures

during the modeling session of creature model. Users kept model-
ing without problems, only noticing a large lag when merging with
others, once the network was available again.

5 Discussion and Limitations

There are several design tradeoffs we took in developing our ver-
sion control formulation. In this section, we review the main moti-
vations for our design and discuss its limitations.

Distributed Version Control Formulation. Compared to current
collaborative systems, including Clara.io and Google Docs, we take
a different approach both in terms of system design and algorithm
requirements. Today collaborative systems can either merge ed-
its approximately, relying on consensus algorithms like [Lamport
2001], or use a centralized server to serialize edits. For this to
work, these systems assume that users work rarely on overlapping
sections and, to reach interactivity, that edits are small enough to
communicate and trivial to apply.

In mesh modeling though, when applying operations on large
meshes, these assumptions don’t hold. For example, a loopcut can
modify thousands of faces, leading to large edits that are slow to
apply and can produce several conflicts. For this reason, we sup-
port collaboration via distributed version control. In our collabo-
ration model, each version can differ substantially from the others
for three reasons. First, by explicitly tracking branches, merges are
more accurate since ancestors are known. Second, we store precise
mesh diffs as list of editing operations. Third, our merge algorithm
is robust and conflict detection optimal.

Editing Operations. When thousands of operations are applied to
a single model, an efficient encoding is necessary for scalability.
One possibility would be to encode the operations performed in the
user interface, like [Chen et al. 2011] and [Denning et al. 2011]
do. The main concern here is that this would lead to merge algo-
rithms that are entirely tailored for specific software packages and
that new operations added to such applications would require whole
new merge algorithms. Another possibility would be to encode the
edits as lists of the simplest mesh changing operations, namely ver-
tex moves and add/delete of single faces, edges and vertices. While



Figure 6: Initial mesh and collaboratively edited version. Colors encode the percentage of edits for each user.

this is software-independent, these operations are larger in number,
hard to merge and impossible to retarget since they do not store
adjacency information, as we will show later.

Comparison with MeshGit. We compute mesh diffs while edit-
ing, rather than computing it offline with MeshGit [Denning and
Pellacini 2013], an approximate algorithm to diff and merge mod-
els. [Denning and Pellacini 2013] proved that computing a mesh
diff is an NP-hard problem in general. The authors of the paper
presented a greedy O(n) algorithm, where n is the number of mesh
elements, to approximately compute mesh diffs as sets of low-level
editing operations, namely vertex moves and face adds and deletes.

There are three main reasons that explain why we took a differ-
ent approach. MeshGit is very slow on large meshes, as shown
in Table 1, taking up to minutes for a single merge. This would
simply prevent real-time collaboration. MeshHisto remains fast on
all cases since diffs are computed in constant time, seeing that we
know exactly on which elements an edit is applied, retrieving this
information from the editor. MeshGit instead finds such edits in
the whole mesh. Said another way, computing diffs offline ignores
information available during editing. Furthermore, MeshGit pro-
duces larger and less precise diffs than MeshHisto, since it can only
encode diffs as low-level operations. More importantly though,
merges become problematic since more conflicts are marked than
strictly required. For example, the failed merge in Fig. 3 was in fact
generated with MeshGit. The main reason for this is that low-level
operations do not explicitly encode adjacencies. To ensure that the
mesh remains consistent, MeshGit performs adjacency-based clus-
tering while merging and has an overly conservative behavior when
detecting conflicting edits. We instead define editing operations
on adjacent sets to maintain enough semantic information during
merging and retargeting, while still remaining software indepen-
dent.

To validate the accuracy of our merge algorithm, we generated con-
flicts in various editing sequences where the meshes diverged con-
siderably, as listed in Table 2. We considered sequences of around
5 and 83 edits, all significantly longer than our synching time.
To have an uniform metric to compare the two different merged
meshes, we define the diff between meshes as the number of the
mismatched faces: a face is mismatched if one of its vertices has
changed position, or if it is a new face derived from topological ed-
its. This overcounts the number of edited elements for MeshHisto
for many common edits (e.g. loopcuts, loop deletions), where face
count is larger than element count. Furthermore, MeshGit is an
approximate algorithm: during a merge, edits can be applied to el-
ements different than the ones an artist actually modified. This is
equivalent to invalidating elements’ ids, thus creating problems in
subsequent merges. We decided to not penalize MeshGit for in-
valid ids in the metric. Overall, even with this conservative metric,
the results in Table 2 show that our approach results in far fewer
mismatches, compared with MeshGit.

User version 

Master version 

User version 

Merged Meshgit

Merged Meshhisto

Figure 7: This figure shows a comparison between the merge per-
formed by our algorithm and by MeshGit. Components in red are
mismatched from the merged version, while green and blue identify
the components edited or added to the user’s and master’s version
respectively, with respect to their ancestor. In yellow the parts of
the mesh where MeshGit applied some geometrical operations to
better match the appearance of the merged version with the user’s
and master’s one.

Limitation: Sculpting. We believe that our collaborative work-
flow would not work well for digital sculpting for two main rea-
sons. The main concern is that we maintain artists’ operations as is,
during merges. When two artists sculpt with very large brushes, the
strokes are likely to overlap, albeit with minimal effect, on most of
the model. This in turn would cause several conflicts that cannot be
resolved. We believe that supporting digital sculpting requires a dif-
ferent collaboration model, that could be achieved by storing brush
strokes directly and merging in a non-conservative “soft” manner
as in [Schmidt and Singh 2010]. But it remains unclear how to for-
mulate the merge algorithm precisely. We leave this to future work.

Limitation: Diff Computation. The second main limitation is that
to achieve fast and precise merges, the interface computes mesh
differences. Note that this does not tie our algorithms to a spe-
cific software since storage and merging is performed on the prim-
itive editing operations. But it does require the interface to deter-
mine the basic operations lists. While this is a limitation, it is un-
clear for us how one can achieve real-time collaboration without
it, since computing even approximate mesh differences is too ex-
pensive (NP-hard in fact). Note that this design is shared by all



Operations Mismatched Faces

Model User A User B Dropped ops MeshHisto MeshGit

Creature 6 6 1 7 23
Creature 75 83 2 38 204

Spaceship 11 7 0 0 10
Spaceship 55 45 5 60 60

Velociraptor 10 9 1 7 22
Velociraptor 52 50 2 26 65
Motorbike 10 9 1 8 24
Motorbike 56 66 26 670 563

Woman 7 8 0 0 28
Woman 65 65 40 102 26

Table 2: This table shows the results of the comparison be-
tween our merge algorithm and Meshgit. We performed tests both
with short sequences (approximately 5 seconds long), as well with
longer ones (up to a minute), estimating an average of 1-2 opera-
tions a second.

collaborative document editors, including Google Docs, even for
the much simpler case of text editing. Also note that with the im-
plemented mesh editing operations, the user interface still needs
to generate our primitive operations anyway, to apply the edit live
in the interface itself. Said another way, these operations lists are
available anyway; we just need to serialize them.

6 User Study

We ran a quantitative user study to evaluate the proposed collabo-
rative workflow by comparing automatic synching with manually
requested merging. For the automatic mode, synchs are performed
every 0.5 seconds and merges are automatically initiated by prefer-
ring the “master” branch. In this manner, users work seamlessly
in collaboration without having their personal workflow interrupted
to establish the collaboration. In the manual merge request mode,
users have to ask for a merge to happen, thus stopping their mod-
eling workflow, and can choose which version to prefer in case of
conflicts. To visualize conflicts we show the ancestor mesh, the
meshes contained in the master branch and in the user branch, and
the merged mesh. We highlight added operations and conflicts as in
Fig. 7. We ask users to experience our tool in two different ways:
realtime collaboration and merge request.

Experimental procedure. 12 professional modelers participated
in the study and worked in pairs. Before running the test we con-
ducted a training session in order to make them familiar with the
interface and the collaborative interactions. We then asked users to
run 3 tasks, each one ending with a short questionnaire. Each task
has a maximum completion time of 6 minutes. At the end of the
whole session, we asked users to compile a longer questionnaire,
asking details and informal feedback. During the experiment we
recorded user interactions. We randomized the order of the two
methods to avoid learning effects.

Tasks. We provided users a partially modeled initial mesh and we
asked them to produce a final mesh. The initial meshes were taken
from the early parts of the editing sessions in Fig. 5, to provide a
complex enough starting point but still likely to cause conflicts. In
order to complete the model, they must cooperate with each others.
Offline interactions between users were allowed only before start-
ing the task. For each task users must perform the operations from
start to end two times: one time in auto sync mode and one in merge
request mode. In the case of merge request, we show the conflict
viewer.

Data Analysis. We run an exact binomial test to evaluate user pref-
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Figure 8: Results of our user study comparing automatic synch-
ing and merging versus manual merging. Left: When user are
asked what method of collaboration they prefer, they choose auto-
matic synching (blue) most of the times compared to manual merge
(green). Right: Average number of merge request per task for man-
ual merging. Note that very few merge requests are done, essen-
tially stifling the collaboration.

erence between manual merge and realtime automatic synching.
Considering all the interviews, 90.2% of choices preferred realtime
collaboration instead of manual merge requests. Results for indi-
vidual tasks are shown in figure 8. The confidence interval for the
calculated value is P < 0.0001. In the final question about “which
methods you globally prefer to collaborate with other users?”, all
subjects answered “realtime”. When asked about the opportunity of
collaborating with others, all but one subject suggested that collab-
oration is fruitful. The outlier rejected the idea of collaboration all
together. To further support these preferences we noted that users
tend to request merges very rarely in manual mode, even if they
were informed that they could merge any time, as shown in Fig. 8.
This shows that manually requesting merges hinders collaboration.
Furthermore, 90.9% of the times, users chose our merged version
of the mesh rather than discarding edits in the “master” branch,
showing that our merge algorithm is overall preferred over all alter-
natives.

Informal Feedback. In the informal feedback, users explained that
they preferred realtime synching instead of manual merge requests
since the realtime mode decreases the occurrence of conflicts, by
letting users view each others work as it happens. We cite few of
them: “The [manual] merge slows down the modeling ... In real-
time [synching] it’s easier to imagine the union between the two
works, in merge mode it would be necessary to continuously ex-
change comments between users ... I hope I would have the op-
portunity to use this tool in my work”. This comments, and oth-
ers submitted in supplemental, suggest a simple interpretation. Just
like Google Doc, users feel that realtime collaboration is an entirely
different workflow compared to single-user modeling sessions (and
manual merges). Said another way, synching in realtime provides a
new interaction paradigm where a negligible sync time is necessary
for realtime feedback on the collaboration.

7 Extension: Retargeting Editing Histories

Reusing Operation Sequences. With the methods discussed so
far, artists can edit a mesh concurrently. As an extension, we pro-
pose a method to adapt sequences of editing operations to new mesh
locations. The key insight of this manner of collaboration is that se-
quences of editing operations can be considered as parametric rep-
resentations of the edited mesh regions. The parameters that guide
the sequence are the initial selection and the geometric parameters
of each operation. By applying the operations to a new selection
with the same topology, we obtain a resulting mesh region similar
to the recorded one.

Retargeting Operation Sequences. We propose a generalization
of this simple model that retargets a sequence of operations to se-
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Figure 9: Given a template editing history, the starting selection
is mapped to a new selection in the target. Colors indicate the
mapping between elements. Top: A summary of the source edit-
ing sequence. Middle: Mappings one-to-zero disable operations.
Bottom: Mappings one-to-many make operations act on larger re-
gions.

lections with potentially different topology. Fig. 9 shows how the
same sequence applied to different selections can generate differ-
ent variations of the edited regions. We use the term “template” to
indicate the original selection and “target” to indicate the new one.
The sequence of operations that defines a template can be extracted
from any sequence present in the history of the model itself (i.e.:
a branch where a user modeled a specific component of the mesh)
or even from another model’s history, as a template is completely
defined by the sequence of its operations and the starting selection.

To adapt template operations in the target sequence user manu-
ally defines correspondences between the template starting selec-
tion and the target one. This correspondence can be viewed as
a function that maps the elements in the template selection to the
corresponding elements in the target one. Since all our operations
work on sets of elements, this mapping is always well defined. For
one-to-one mappings, operations on the target have the same be-
havior as on the source. For one-to-many mappings, operations in
target work on larger mesh regions. For many-to-one mappings,
operations applied on the target component are the union of the sets
of operations applied on the mapped template components. When
mapping elements in the template to no elements in the target, op-
erations are simply skipped.

In this mapping, faces map to faces, edges to edges and vertices to
vertices. During a sequence though, mesh elements can be deleted
or new ones created by the applied operations. In these cases, the
template-to-target mapping is not well-defined, and would be too
tedious to manually create. For this reason, we automatically prop-
agate the initial mapping throughout the sequence by assigning for
each newly created element the mapping of the element that it is
derived from. For example, in a loopcut operation, the mapping is
propagated as follow (considering a single face): the face is split in
half so the two new faces inherit the mapping of the deleted one;
the split edges and the new vertices created inherit the mapping of
the deleted edges. The propagation is defined for each topology-
changing operation that creates new elements.

From the user perspective, our algorithm ensures that once the ini-
tial mapping is determined, the sequence can be retargeted auto-
matically regardless of which operations it contains. This automatic
propagation is possible since we define primitive operations on sets
of elements, encoding adjacency relationships explicitly.

Limitation: Recursive Templates. Retargeting operation se-
quences is a flexible way to reuse others work. Our templates can
be seen as a parametric representation of mesh parts. Their main
limitation is that they do not express recursive relations between el-

ements in the sequence. This recursion is used in grammar-based
system to generate forests and cities [Talton et al. 2011; Parish and
Müller 2001; Müller et al. 2006], albeit with less control for the
user. Our templates are more general in terms of shapes, and more
controllable by selection mapping, but cannot be used to automati-
cally generate recursive shapes. At this point, it remains unclear to
us how to automatically extract recursion from a single operation
sequence. We leave this generalization to future work.

Results’ Sequences. Fig. 10 shows examples of applying se-
quence of editing operations to a variety of selections. We used
sequences of between 89 to 195 primitive operations. These were
generated from initial selections of between 4 and 6 elements, and
are remapped to selections with different topology of 4 to 18 el-
ements. The retargeting algorithm runs at interactive speeds. We
show all steps of the retargeted sequences in the supplemental
video. The sequences contain all operations types with percentages
similar to the collaborative models.

Results’ Variations. The results illustrate how templates can
produce variations from the original modeled part, both changing
topology in the target selection or applying a different remapping
to the same selection. The results are always consistent, showing
modifications both in the geometry of the target model, and in its
structure, i.e. missing or moved components of the original model.
The retargeted sequences are quite different from the original, in-
cluding larger sub-regions, missing elements, etc.

Comparison to Luxologies’ Modo. Modo [TheFoundry 2014],
one of the best polygonal modelers, allows users to store editing
sequences in “user-defined tools” to avoid repeated operations. Its
main drawback is that it does not perform retargeting, so the new
operations are invalid when applied to different selections. Our al-
gorithm can be seen as an extension of this workflow and can also
be used collaboratively, allowing an artist to transparently reuse the
“technique” of another.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a system that allows collaboration in low-polygonal
and subdivision mesh editing. We cast collaboration as distributed
version control where mesh versions are shared in real-time be-
tween users. We store and transmit mesh differences efficiently by
encoding them as sequences of primitive editing operations. We en-
able collaboration by robustly merging and detecting conflicts. We
also propose an algorithm to adapt a sequence of editing operations
on new parts of a model. This algorithm is controlled by mapping a
source selection to a target selection and propagating this mapping
along the editing sequence. We found these collaborative tools to
be reliable and efficient in long modeling sessions. In the future, we
plan to investigate collaborative models for digital sculpting and to
extend our collaboration model to editing other scene attributes.
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